said the construction costs generally are on a par with the rest of
the house. It all depends on the
construction material and how it's
put together, he said.
The sun room normally has
By Herb Lawrence
plenty of windows on all sides. The
Copley News Service
addition can be surrounded by
glass walls and roof, built with one
The quest for balmy, sunbathed
glass wall or even wrapped in
days is moving a number of peo- plastic fabric.
ple to add sun rooms to their
The sun rooms should be locathomes. And building a sun room
ed where they get sun and also
isn't difficult, architects say.
prevailing breezes, he said.
Some home owners add such a
Architect John Mehnert, a deroom to their patios, some to other
signer who favors the use of glass
parts of the house.
as a solar energy device, said, "In
Architect Mike Batter, a sun addition to bringing you more
room advocate, said ttie trend "is
light and giving you an outdoor
quite wonderful. It's just another
feel when you're indoors, the sun
version of the front porch in the room serves a purpose of heat and
East"
light gain."
That front porch, surrounded by
He considers such additions as a
some wire netting, allowed people
way of getting more heat into the
to sit outside and relax.
house without putting in a heating
"It was a nice place to have
system.
breakfast," he said, "I remember
Mehnert said he wished more
because I grew up in the East."
people would put in sun rooms beFor homes that don't have a
cause of energy reasons.
front porch, the sun room gives a
"But most people want it for
home a chance to have one.
other reasons," he said. "They see
it as a nice place to relax."
He said he has seen many
homes that look nice on the outArchitect Stan Keniston, who
side, "but inside they are like dunhad done a number of sun rooms,
geons, dark and not appealing. A
said the push to save energy is
sun room certainly is one of the still there, but not as strong as it
things that can brighten it up."
was a few years ago.
He said sun rooms need proper
There's nothing complicated
about adding a sun room to a heat management. "Heavy materials such as thick wallboard act
home, according to Batter, who
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In another sun room project, he
put in a 10 by 20-foot room off the
family room and kitchen. It could
be reached via a screen door.
The space was used as a patio
by the family. It even had its own
sprinkler system for the vegetation, which included hanging
plants and ground plants.
Cost for adding a sun room can
differ, depending on the material,
contractor and approach taken.
Sometimes people want a wall
knocked down so the sun room can
be added, which will add $500 or
more to the cost of the project.
The cost of adding a sun room
can range from $30 to $90 per
square foot, depending on the type
of material used. The cost also includes the foundation of the additional room.
In addition to having a contractor add a room, home owners can
use kits that include the glass
walls.
One supplier of sun room kits is
New York-based Four Season
Greenhouses.
A typical 10 by 16-foot greenhouse addition costs $10,000 to
$15,000 including installation, according to Four Seasons.
The company uses a built-in
shading system and special heatmirror glass that reflects the heat
back inside in winter and prevents
heat from entering in the summer.
Various tints can be obtained in
the glass, blocking intense rays.
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as a thermal sponge and keeps
heat," he says. "That way at night
when it's cooler you will get some
of the benefits of the sun."
To avoid summer overheating
of the sun room interior, the warm
air has to be given some way to
get outside. So sun rooms can have
operable windows, skylights and
vent fans with the fans controlled
by thermostat.;
Batter said designers once had
to sell clients on adding a sun
room. But nojw clients come to
him wanting them included.
"I think the awareness has
spread," he said. "A growing number want it in the custom home or
remodeling."
Getting a better view is a major
motivation for putting in a sun
room. The large glass area can
provide views from not only the
room itself but also from other
connected rooms.
"For example, residents can
look from the kitchen, Hying room
or family room directly into the
garden or the outdoor area," Mehnert said.
One sun room project by Batter
attached a swimming pool area to
a home.
"The pool could be reached
from several rooms," he said. "We
enclosed it in glass and it was
domed."
Movable glass panels were put
in the roof, which could be opened
when it got too hot.
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DISPLAY
New Bathtub OVER Your Old One!

j
Heating Cooling
(Located in the Stutson Street Plaza)
Stop by and see equipment
on display.
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North, south, east or west. no other leading
window gives you more performance, comfon
and value than Hurd windows with Heat Mirror™
insulation
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See for yourself Join your neighbors and build
in more window for your money w i i h Hurd
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Paving the way...
It's protected by ADT. And with this apecM ofer,
you can puichaw AOT'« Basic Safewatch* Horn*
Security Syatam lor only $398.

ADT SECURITY SYSTEMS
16 Capron St. • 546-6120
Security is S3

Fact. The majority of homes burglarized each
year do not have a security system. Fact. With
an ADT Security System, the chances of your
I
home being robbed drops dramatically from 1 in
•
3 to 1 in 50. That's why families like the
I
Robinsons are turning to ADT for reliable,
•
affordable, effective security.
AOT — trusted for over 100 ytaw.
I
Nationwide, ADT has helped helped protect
everything from Fortune 500. companies to
thousands of American households. And with a
network of local offices, our security specialists
can install and service an AOT Security System
in your neighborhood.
I
Simple to operate.
.
\bur basic ACT Safewatch System can be linked I
to a nearby ADT Central Monitoring Station,
•
manned 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
here's a small monthly charge for this service.) '
DT Safewatch can even help you qualify for
|
lower rates on your homeowners insurance
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Let us help you
design your unique
patio, walkway or
steps.

SPECIAL OFFER

O u r expertise in selecting the
right combination of materals
needed to complete your job is
what makes the difference.

Own an ADT Security System for
as little as $395, installed.
Mail this coupon, or call (716)546-6120
for a free home demonstration.
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zip-

I
W e provide literature and
years of experience to help you
get the most out of your Do-ItYourself project.
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Business phone ( )
O I'd lite more information on home security.
Please send me ADTs free booklet, "Safeat Home'
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